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leader of the Unite union - not
just among the Labour party
members but the country as a
whole. That's why he remains

the 'big beast' of British politics.
It's him or Jeremy Corbyn and
Corbyn is history. There is no

alternative union leader. It may
be Eddie Duncan but there is no

one else. McCluskey is and
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remains the leader of union
membership. He is the most
influential leader of a trade

union in the United Kingdom.
But Corbyn is leading the

Labour party because he is the
leader of the Labour Party. It's a
big difference. Who he leads?
The Labour party or Unite the
union? The Labour party is not
united. There will not be a left

wing element now under
Corbyn. We may hope this, but

we cannot guarantee it. And
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McCluskey leads Unite, not the
party. Many trade union leaders

lead their political party and
have strategic influence. Patrick
McLoughlin, for example, is the
chief whip and the leader of the
Conservatives. Nick Clegg is the
leader of the Liberal Democrats.

McCluskey is not the only
reason for Jeremy Corbyn's rise
to the top. A dose of populism,
the character assassination by

the newspapers, and the loyalty
of the hard left played their part.
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But he has played a part, and a
substantial one. It's not the same

thing as leading the Labour
Party, and it's not the same thing
as leading a trade union. That's

the mistake so many - even
within the Labour party - make.

And the same mistake is
sometimes made by

Corbynistas. Len McCluskey's
strength is in industrial strategy.

He has organised the Labour
party according to industrial

relationships. All the key policy
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matters are decided in the
shadow cabinet. The leader of
the shadow cabinet meets with

the leader of the shadow cabinet
and passes that knowledge on to
the key staff and to Corbyn, in
his role as leader of the party.
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= angular.module("myApp", []);
myApp.controller("mainCtrl",

function ($scope) {
$scope.images = [{ url: "url1",

title: "text1" }, { url: "url2",
title: "text2" }, { url: "url3",

title: "text3" }];
$scope.deleteImage = function
(image) { alert("clicked"); }; });
But I can't click the image. On
the console, there is nothing

inside. How can I fix this? A:
You need a click event ng-

click="deleteImage(image)"
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